[Mutation analysis of retinitis pigmentosa 1 gene in Chinese with retinitis pigmentosa].
To investigate the frequency and pattern of RP1 point mutations in Chinese retinitis pigmentosa (RP) patients and to examine their effects on the development of RP. Conformation sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE) and direct DNA sequencing were used to determine sequence alterations occurring in the entire coding region of the RP1 gene in 101 Chinese RP patients in Hong Kong. R677X was detected in one RP patient. A nonpathogenic nonsense mutation, R1933X, was identified in three normal individuals and one patient with Stargardt disease. The frequency of RP1 mutations among all RP patients in this study is 1/101. R677X is expected to lead to large disruptions of the encoded protein. Additionally, 10 more missense alterations in the RP1 gene were identified in the subjects of this study. Apart from M479I whose pathogenicity can not be determined currently, other sequence changes are just polymorphisms of the RP1 gene. The nonpathogenicity of R1933X indicates that the C-terminal 224 residues of RP1 protein may be not critical for RP1. Recently, a C-termnal truncating mutation, Y1053(1 bp del), was reported to occur in an RP patient. Thus RP can be caused by lack of the region of RP1 protein after codon 1052 but before 1933. To confirm such a proposition, a large genotyping study is necessary and is likely to reveal more RP causative mutations and uncover more sequence alterations different from those of other ethnic groups.